
.38 Super 1911 before the .45 so the .45 would
seem mild by comparison. Very sneaky, that one.)

I was a bit nervous about how loud the .45
would be. When I asked Duane about it, he
replied, “Well, a .45 auto’s not the quietest thing
in the world. But that’s part of its charm. Really.” I
asked him to fire it first so I
could hear it before pulling the
trigger myself. (By now you
may have realized I’m a bit of a
wimp when it comes to loud
noises, but I’d like to think
that’s part of my charm. No?
Oh well, it was worth a shot.)
He smoothly fired off five
rounds, making it look easy.

Finally, it was time. I was
still a bit apprehensive about
shooting this gun, but I insert-
ed the magazine loaded with
Winchester Silvertips, cycled
the slide, assumed my stance, checked my grip,
aimed, and squeezed the trigger. BANG! I’d just
fired my first-ever round of .45 ACP. It was a bit
loud for me but, as Duane had known, it was
easier to shoot than the .38 Super and felt much
better by comparison. It was also easier to shoot
than the .40 I’d fired in the past. The recoil was
somewhat heavy, but smooth, not at all snappy,

and very manageable. I fired off the next four
rounds and was happy to see that I’d shot my
best group of the night. Apparently it was that
easy to shoot. I didn’t feel like it was a mere step
or two up from the 9mm as I’d been told, but it
wasn’t at all bad to shoot, even for a novice. 

To get some of the photos
for this article, Duane had me
move back from the five-yard
line, where I had been shoot-
ing, to about nine yards. We
reloaded with Hornady XTPs
and I fired off the next nine
rounds. These were no more
difficult than the previous five
even though I had moved
downrange.

By this point I was feeling a
bit silly about having been
intimidated by the .45 ACP. I
realized it’s not as scary as I’d

thought it would be; in fact, I thoroughly enjoyed
shooting it. With decent technique it’s actually
pretty pleasant to shoot – especially compared to
the Ruger LCP .380 pocket pistol I fired later that
night. I still prefer my 9mm for a carry gun, but I
would like to shoot more .45s. I may even pick
one up down the road – just don’t expect me to
give up my XD-9 to get it. DP

65TIME WITH A .45!

Protect yourself anywhere, anytime with the world’s toughest
pen. Every Tuff-Writer is guaranteed to perform as the toughest

pen available for individuals who count on their gear for their
lives.Through freezing cold, intense heat and the harshest condi-
tions you’re likely to find yourself in, a Tuff-Writer will prevail.
Made in the USA of machined aluminum. 
Tuff-Writer Stealth-Black Pen H66-18274 $79.95

Cleaning your Glock magazines has never been easier! GTUL
has developed an integrated system to disassemble and clean

all Glock magazines without marring, gouging, or damaging the
metal liner. Quickly removes dirt, dust, powder residue and grime! 
Standard-Frame Glock GTUL H66-20910 $21.95
Large-Frame Glock GTUL H66-20911 21.95

Prvi Partizan Projectiles

.308 Caliber (7.62mm) Bullets
Description Stock # 100 500 1000
150 gr. FMJ H66-27070 $17.99 $83.15 $153.00

Now
you

can load
.223 Reming-
ton ammo on stripper
clips into your AR-15/M16
magazines with unmatched
speed – 30 rounds in 12 seconds! The Strip
Lula is the fastest, easiest to use strip loader
on the market, and it fits in your pocket!
Strip LULA H66-11617 $29.95

Fast Grip
Eliminates
Sweaty Hands!
Eric Grauffel’s Fast Grip

ensures a completely
dry, secure grip for all types
of sports. It’s easy to use,
eliminates perspiration from
your grip, is water resistant
and non-toxic. Comes in a
50 milliliter/55 gram bottle.

H66-27068    $12.95

GTUL

Strip
LULANEW!NEW!

NEW!NEW!

NEW!NEW!
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